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Case Study #1: “BANDIT” Dir. Ogy Stoilov

6. The Gear I Used To Shoot My Debut Feature Film “Bandit” 

This part of the process was not as easy as I thought it would be. As the 
script went through so many versions and changed significantly from the 
initial first draft and even the summary plot I had written about 3-4 years 
before I shot it, the original camera package I wanted to use was no longer 
viable, at least in my mind. 

I originally envisioned that I could save enough money to shoot on Super 
16mm film. Back in 2012, I managed to get my hands on some Kodak 7219 
and Fuji brand new film cans from eBay. I stored these in my fridge. I didn’t 
have enough though. I had about 8 cans where each of them would have 
been good for about 11 minutes of running time. I had to get at least 14-15 
more cans to have enough film for a measly 3:1 shooting ratio - meaning that 
for an 80-minute film I needed three times that amount of raw footage. 

I did the math and it would cost me between £6-7K to develop the film and 
rent a camera from a friend of mine, who owned an old ARRI SR2 16mm film 
camera with a decent zoom lens. 

In the spirit of low-budget filmmaking from the late 80s and early 90’s – of 
films that had inspired me to become a filmmaker like CLERKS and 
PUSHER, I was determined to shoot on film. 

However, as I made more contacts in the industry, just about anyone I 
approached and told I’d be shooting on film thought I was crazy. As time went
by and DSLR footage became the norm for no-budget productions, the idea 
of shooting on film slowly faded away as I came to my senses. It was better 
putting the money on the screen and getting a decent special effects make-up
artist and a lighting package. 

After deciding that shooting on celluloid would be financial suicide, I planned 
to shoot the film on the Panasonic AG-AF101 camera, which I had just bought
for corporate and event work. It was a lovely little camera and my first proper 
camcorder. It had a Micro 4/3 sensor and mount, and was the first camcorder 
of its kind – born out of the increasing demand for large sensor field of view 
and camcorder ergonomics filmmakers were familiar with. It had dual 
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professional XLR inputs and overall good image quality. However, I knew that
the internal AVCHD 24Mb/s codec wasn’t going to cut it for a feature film so I 
opted for a Convergent Design Nanoflash SDI recorder, which could record 
8bit 422 footage in MXF format; something that was robust enough to give 
me more options in post and also for a decent DCP. 

I bought a used Nanoflash (back in those days, there was no Odyssey7Q), 
which was going to be velcroed to the back of my AF101. 

After further digging around forums like Dvinfo.net and DVXUSER.com, I 
managed to source a mounting bracket made by West AV Studios. The 
bracket is specifically designed to mount the Nanoflash on the AF101 by 
removing the side handle off of the AF101 and using the mounting points. It 
worked out quite well and after a few tests, I was pretty happy with the setup. 

After shooting some events, concerts and corporate gigs, I got comfortable 
with the camera but struggled with getting decent low-light footage and more 
cinematic field of view. Shallow depth of field was achievable but even with 
the 422 out of the Nanoflash, I was becoming anxious about shooting the film 
on it. 

Thinking about it now, I could have just as easily shot my film on any DSLR or
the AF101. Instead I was gear lusting big time after the Blackmagic Cinema 
Camera, which had just been announced at the NAB 2012 show. The camera
didn’t ship until later in the year when I got a chance to use it as a friend of 
mine was shooting a music video on it. 

I was flabbergasted with the image quality and the fact you can shoot ProRes
and Raw on SSD drives. The native EF mount was an added bonus. I saved 
some cash and sold the AF101. A few weeks later in 2013, I bought a slightly 
used BMCC EF 2.5K. My dream camera – for the money at the time (this was
before the price drop), it had no equal. A true cinema camera in a DSLR form 
that I could easily transport and get amazing image quality. 

The biggest factor in my decision to use the BMCC for my first feature film 
was my experience with the camera when I took it to Bulgaria in the summer 
of 2013 to shoot GREEN MAN, a short film with co-director and co-producer 
Yavor Petkov (see previous section where I discuss the making of the short 
film). We used only natural light and even in ProRes got some stunning 
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footage. It was a no- brainer for me to use the camera on Bandit. 

Again, obsessing over gear didn’t really get me very far. In 2012/2013, 
Blackmagic Design struck a chord with a lot of filmmakers, me included, by 
selling cinematic cameras for very little money. It didn’t dawn on me until later
that the person behind the camera was much more important compared to 
the tool. Overall, I spent a couple of years procrastinating and obsessing over
gear, which in the end didn’t help me. 

Sure, I think my film looks decent for what we had but I could have  shot it at 
least a year earlier had I not went through a dozen of camera choices 
beforehand. 

Tip: Don’t spend too much time obsessing over which camera to use for your 
feature film. As cliché as it sounds – focus on your story and ask yourself 
simple questions such as: 

- What is the absolute best quality I can afford that will serve my story?
- Is Raw/ProRes important to me? Are you planning on doing heavy 

grading and/ or VFX work? If yes, look into Blackmagic cameras. If you 
have the budget – RED. If not, look at DSLRs/mirrorless cameras. 

- Is Slow-motion an absolute must? If yes – FS700 + Odyssey7Q or FS7 
is your best bet. If not, look at cheaper options. 

- A good old 5D mark II or III with Magic Lantern can give you Raw for a 
faction of the cost but with a more cumbersome workflow. If you can 
deal with it, look into a used 5D 2, or 3. Those are getting cheaper by 
the day now. 

- A Panasonic GH4 is very capable no matter what anyone tells you. 
- If you are to shoot at night in light starved conditions – look into the 

Sony A7s… and on and on and on…

Gear is JUST gear. Picking the right tool for your budget can be a daunting 
task but do not spent years like me fascinating and obsessing over the latest 
piece of kit. Make a decision and move on. 

Hire a capable DP with kit and trust him. Move on to your shoot as fretting 
over camera choices will literally get you nowhere – certainly not anywhere 
close to shooting a single frame of your film and getting it “in the can”.
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Due to the fact that I had to fly from the UK to Bulgaria with all my camera 
gear, I knew I had to pack lightly and that I couldn’t take everything I wanted. 
So I stuck to the essentials – camera, lenses, batteries, media, and my 
handheld rig. That was it. The lights and sound equipment we borrowed from 
friends in Bulgaria right before the shoot. 

Our tools of the trade…

Full Gear List:

- Blackmagic Cinema Camera 2.5K EF
- Canon EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS Lens
- SanDisk Extreme Pro 240GB SSD x 2
- Intel 520 SSD – 240GB x 2
- Seagate GoFLEX Thunderbolt SSD reader  x1
- Transcend 1TB external drives USB 3.0 x 6
- Lacie 500GB External FireWire 800 drive x 1
- Zacuto EVF 
- Canon LP-E6 batteries x 4
- Atomos HD-SDI to HDMI converter 
- HDMI Cables – x 3
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- Anker 20,000 mAh batteries x 2
- BMCC power cable x1
- My Frankenrig – custom handheld rig
- Yongnuo YN 160 / Cheap Ebay LED on-camera lights x 2
- F&V R300 – LED ring light - x1
- Fluorescent 6 Bank Studio Light – x1
- ARRI 2K Tungsten – x1

It may not seem as much but you’d be surprised to find out how much you 
can get away with so little gear on a no-budget film shoot. And I stress the NO
BUDGET part! 

The fact that I had some pocket change to pay for gas and food on set and 
that I secured a top notch practical effects make-up artists to work for about 3
times less than what she’d make on a properly funded feature, did not 
warrant the film to become  a Low Budget production. For me, anything less 
than $100K is a no-budget film. I don’t say this in some derogatory or 
demeaning way – on the contrary – it’s the reality of things. 

Just the insurance alone would have depleted my measly $10k budget, which
wasn’t even that. The borrowed gear for free plus my own gear came up 
around $4K of the budget. The bulk of the remaining budget went on  crew 
fees – for my DP, make-up and sound – the three key areas I knew we had 
no way of doing without paying. Plus I definitely wanted to pay my crew for 
their hard work.  I knew I couldn’t get the talented crew I ended up working 
with if I didn’t pay them. 

The key here is to get away (kit-wise) with the absolute essential bare-bones 
minimum you can. For me, it was one zoom lens, one camera, a few spare 
batteries, a hand held rig, and some lights. Our sound department didn’t even
have a proper boom but we did use a high-end Shotgun mic (Sennheiser 
MKH-416). The high-end mic was fed into a low budget recorder – Zoom 
H4N. It’s a fine device but you’d rarely see one used on a low budget film. 
Again, low-budget film is different than a no-budget film. 

But enough kit talk, let’s dive into how we shot the damn thing...   
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Case #2 Vlady Radev’s “The Sixth Day”
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13. The Budget

A frequent question that we (me and Stoyan, the producer) get asked is 
“Where did you get all this money to make a movie?”. We all know that it 
does take money to make a movie. Therefore, we expected the question 
once word got around that we were making a feature film. 

Unfortunately for us, we weren’t heirs to a large estate, we didn’t earn 
millions, we had no access to a prominent investor. We had no state funding. 

In Bulgaria, to get state funding for any film, regardless of whether it’s a short,
a feature or a documentary, you have to go through a convoluted and 
complicated affair that only select few manage to navigate successfully. We 
also had no access to any European media fund or a corporate backer. 

If I have to come up with an approximate figure, we spent about 10,000 levs 
(the currency in Bulgaria) of our own cash, earned over a few long years at 
the radio station and doing low budget indie video work on the side. 

So, 10K in BG levs is about $6,000 or £4,000/€5,000 at the current exchange 
rates. A laughable budget figure for a feature film. That’s why there’s a word 
for it – No Budget Film. To put things into perspective, 10K in our currency is 
a large sum of money when you take into consideration that the average 
person in Bulgaria makes this much in about a year. 

Most low budget movies we see on DVD or limited cinema releases around 
the world cost at least 100 and even 1,000 times that amount. We all know 
that even at $100K budget, a movie would be considered “no budget” or at 
best be at the fringes of the super-low budget realm. 

One would usually need about £1M to be considered truly “indie”. However, 
this kind of thinking is obsolete in 2015 as it was obsolete 4 years ago when 
we started work on “The Sixth Day”. 

Being young and rebellious and going against the grain on all fronts, we 
decided that we would be able to make the film for 10K – all the money we 
got. That was it – for every department, not 10K just for actors or just for food;
10K for everyone. 
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We had to find a way to stretch the 10K to cover camera gear, audio gear, 
sound recordist, makeup, food, transportation, costumes, set dressing etc etc 
etc…

Since we were a no-budget indie production, we knew we wouldn’t be able to 
pay the cast and crew. Therefore we made sure that this was crystal clear 
during the casting process. However, we promised compensation in the event
the film turned a profit after the release. Of course, this is not ideal but given 
the circumstances, it was our only choice. 

For future projects, I definitely won’t take this route. I had no choice, however,
for my debut film. The flipside of having very little money to work with is that it
forces you to be super creative and to create ways of making the impossible 
possible. Whereas when you think about it, if you have lots of cash and you 
come across a problem, it would be easy to throw money at the issue to 
remedy it. However, figuring out ways to save costs forces you to be more 
creative and it works.  

Not paying your cast and crew sucks. For both sides! As long as both sides 
benefit and no one feels used, it can work. Some of you, who are actors, are 
probably familiar with the scenario of not getting paid on first-time director 
projects. For those who say – you should always pay your actors and crew – 
we wholeheartedly agree with you but when you are making your first movie 
with your own money, this becomes a difficult thing to do. Pay/Salaries/Rates 
is the first item to be cut from the budget. It’s the nature of the beast. It can be
considered selfish in some ways to say – “oh yes, I need a camera and sound
gear to make the movie but I can get away with not paying people”. This is 
not the right way to approach your first feature as it sounds like you are the 
only party that benefits from the exchange, which should not be the case. 

Both parties need to agree in the beginning that payment for services will be 
made upon the successful release of the film (if any profits allow for it, which 
rarely do) at the expense of daily rates. This allows for the successful 
completion of the film on good terms. 

Furthermore, younger cast gets a fantastic opportunity to have a feature film 
credit on their CV and develop a long standing working relationships that can 
grow into future projects with a decent budgets where everyone gets paid. 
We clicked with all the actors and no one gave us crap about not being paid 
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up front. Mind you, we worked with one of the hottest Bulgarian TV stars at 
that point, who was paid well to take part in commercials and TV sitcoms. 
However, he loved the script and got on board without getting paid. 

If you’re not going to pay people – do it once when you make your first film. 
Make sure though that both sides benefit from the experience and always be 
upfront about the reality of payments and anything that has to do with money. 
The root of all evil is money; this saying didn’t just happen by accident. Just 
be fair and upfront with everyone who is involved with the project. If they want
to do it given the terms, fantastic; if not, find someone else and move on. No 
hard feelings. This will be your first movie and there are a lot of lessons to 
learn. Take this as your first. 

Again, we managed to source 10K levs of our own hard earned savings to 
make the feature film - a lot of money for regular folks where I am from. This 
budget got us through the 2 years we spent shooting and working on the film. 
As you would have guessed by now, we shot mostly on weekends because 
my producer and I had day jobs during this time. We also had to work around 
our actors’ schedules as they were busy with other projects at the time. 

The first part of the budget went for buying and renting the necessary gear to 
shoot the film. We bought most of the gear as in the long run it made more 
financial sense to buy compared to renting on a short term basis. Just to 
clarify, we didn’t have all the 10K up front. We managed to set aside money 
from our salaries each month, which worked out to about 400 levs and some 
change over the course of the 24 months. To save money, we sourced 
costumes from 2nd hand thrift stores, which meant we had no backup if 
something got ruined. 

The locations were mostly places we had free access to. In the cases where 
we didn’t have free access, we found out who manages or owns the property 
and asked them if we could shoot there for a few hours (usually one scene at 
a time) during the day or evening depending on the needs of the script. In 
most cases, people were accommodating and let us shoot the film as long as 
we didn’t make too much noise or messed up the place. Once people found 
out we were a young team of filmmakers, they were even willing to help us 
out with what they could. We would always be grateful for their generosity. 
When I think about it now, we didn’t have a single location where we got 
turned down or where we needed additional permissions from the local 
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authorities, council etc. This saved us a lot of grief and time. 

The biggest challenges we faced weren’t the lack of funds or the locations but
the organization and logistics of the whole shoot. We had to accommodate 
different actors, some with very busy schedules, and we couldn’t book them 
for more than 4-5 days at a time. The story’s need to shoot across all 4 
seasons of the year contributed to our scheduling issues. In the end, we 
managed to get through it. 

This is a good point to talk about how we managed to secure our cast and 
motivate them to get on-board the project for no money at all. 

14. The Castings

It may sound funny but I didn’t know personally any of the actors, who ended 
up in the film before the shoot. I had an idea of their abilities having seen 
them in other films, stage plays and TV dramas, but I had no way of 
contacting them. 

So how did I get them to act in my film? We went the old fashioned way, 
which most films do anyway. We scheduled a few casting sessions, hoping 
that at least a few actors would show up to our little indie film casting. 

We set our dates for 5 casting sessions and created a few events on 
Facebook. In addition, we placed ads in popular universities where 
Filmmaking and Acting was taught. 

On the first casting date about 10 people turned up. We had about three 
scenes from the film prepped for them to read and we had each of them read 
those. We filmed the casting sessions as well. It’s a good practice to do so as
you can review the footage later with your producer or casting director to get 
a better feel whether the actors would fit the part they’re auditioning for. 

Our first casting session didn’t turn out to have the success we were hoping 
for as we didn’t feel those actors were a good fit for our film. We went on to 
schedule a few more sessions in 4 consecutive weekends. We had about 50 
actors read and we selected a very talented young actress for the main 
female lead. 
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Casting sessions can be grueling and uncomfortable at times. They also get 
quite tedious but the hard work pays off. Don’t brush off this part of the 
filmmaking process. The casting process is one of the most important parts of
getting your film made the way it has to be made and the way you want it 
made. 

Getting the right actor/actress for each part is paramount. You shouldn’t get 
discouraged even if you don’t find the right person for the job after a few 
casting sessions. Go on to the next session and you’ll find them. Don’t 
compromise on casting and try to get the best actors you can afford for your 
film. Make sure they fit the part and are the closest match to what you had in 
mind when you were writing the script or reading someone else’s, which you 
would direct. 

After the five casting sessions, we had to find a more efficient way to get our 
cast we felt the process was taking too long. The casting was in April and our 
principal photography was scheduled for the first week of June. The time was 
ticking away and we had to find the rest of the cast fast as we wanted to have
enough time to rehearse before we started shooting. 

After hesitating for a while, I decided to send personal messages to some 
actors on Facebook. I had certain people in mind for some parts as I was 
somewhat familiar with their work and felt they could do the job. I kind of got 
lucky as one of my top picks for a lead actor - Ivaylo Dragiev, did get back to 
me. We scheduled a meeting during which it became evident he was our 
man. This is how I got my lead actor. 

Then something interesting happened that we couldn’t have predicted. The 
actors’ guild in Bulgaria - a smaller group compared to the one in UK for 
example – comprises of a tightly knit community. Actors also know actors or 
at least know someone who knows someone, so word about our project got 
around in the actors’ community. 

This is how we found the rest of the cast. Once we got both lead roles 
attached to the project, they got us in touch with fellow actors and we ticked 
all the boxes. We wouldn’t have been able to afford to do it any other way. 
When your actor suggests a friend for your film, try them out. Don’t pass the 
opportunity as you never know where your next talent may come from. 
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At the end, we managed to get high-profile names attached to our project 
thanks to the connections our lead actor had in the actors’ guild. It was a 
collaborative effort every step of the way - not just during principal 
photography but in pre-production as well. 

15. Working with Actors

First and foremost, you have to gain the trust and respect of your actors and 
your crew - no matter how big or small. They are the people with whom you’ll 
spend most time on set during the shoot so having mutual trust and respect is
the foundation of a successful feature film shoot. Having a clear vision and 
knowing what you want will go a long way with everyone involved in your 
project. Actors love to work with directors who might be demanding but know 
what they want and how they want it in terms of a performance. You should 
know the characters inside out plus you should know the characters’ 
motivations and backstory. 

When we had our main cast, we started to think about rehearsals before the 
main shoot. This was the point when we realized that scheduling would be a 
nightmare. We were trying to navigate the schedules of the two main leads, 
some of the supporting cast as well as juggle our own schedules. It wasn’t 
going to be easy but we kind of anticipated this when we stared working on 
the script. It just didn’t dawn on us how troublesome and important this part of
the process would be. 

We had to be flexible with the schedule for the rehearsal process. We 
managed to meet about 10-15 times in total with the main leads of the film – 
Ivaylo and Dika. We actively worked with them on the script, the characters’ 
motivations, and the way different scenes would play out. 

We re-wrote most of the dialogue during the rehearsals, which was helpful as 
it allowed us to hear and see how the script would sound before we got on 
set. For some productions this would be a luxury and not possible but I 
strongly urge you to find at least 10-14 days to meet with your main cast for 
rehearsals as it will give you a better perspective on some issues you might 
run into on set. The sooner you find out about these issues and deal with 
them by polishing your script, dialogue, scenes etc., the smoother your shoot 
will go. 
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Trust your actors when it comes to dialogue, as in most cases, they would 
have a strong feeling as to the correct rhythm and flow of the text. Although 
your dialogue may sound great on the page, your great lines may sound a bit 
off when said out loud. Trust your actors during the rehearsal process and 
incorporate suggested changes after considering whether they fit the story 
and feel more natural than what you wrote initially on the page. This way, the 
actors would feel like they are contributing to the story, which will allow them 
to get closer and feel a part of it. At least that’s how I felt during the rehearsal 
process when working with my talents. 

Working with actors is very serious task and it’s where most directors either 
succeed or fail. You’ve often heard actors say – oh, that director is a technical
director, or so and so is an “actors’ director”. Being either of them will not 
ensure your success or failure. It’s just different styles of working but be 
aware that some actors prefer to work closely with directors, while others can 
be left alone. Techie directors, who are more concerned with the way the film 
will look and sound, would rather leave the acting part to the actors – an 
approach that doesn’t work with all people. 

For me, it’s imperative to get to know your actors and establish a deeper 
connection, not just on a professional level. You have to click with them. I am 
not sure if I can find the right words here but you just have to mesh like cogs 
in a machine in a way that doesn’t feel forced or awkward. This way your 
work will be so much easier. In general, when an actor and director have 
mutual respect for each other, it is more likely to develop a stronger 
relationship, which can lead to future collaborations. 

Keep in mind that such relationships have a bearing on the final product in 
both a positive and negative way depending on where your relationship ends 
up. As a rule of thumb, just be upfront and honest with your actors, take their 
input into consideration and respect them. 

Your work with actors is the key component determining the success of
failure of your film project. 
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Be patient and tolerant and be willing to compromise. At the same time, stand
your ground as this is your project after all. It can a fine line as this doesn’t 
mean only your word counts; it’s more like you have the final say after you’ve 
listened to your crew/cast and others you look to for input. Just as in any 
other human interaction, the fruitfulness and meaningfulness of it depends on
the balance of communication and mutual respect. It’s not a secret that good 
directors know how to psychologically predispose their crew and cast during 
conversations and interactions. 

Respectfully treating your crew as if they were family or close friends will 
ensure they have your back when things don’t go as smooth on the shoot. 
There will be plenty of times when tempers fly and things can get out of 
control. In our case, throughout the 2 years, we spent a lot of time together on
set and got to know each other well. This led to some unforgettable moments 
that I’d cherish for the rest of my life. It was quite the experience, one that I 
wouldn’t trade for anything else in the world as it can only happen once. You 
only have a first film once… but more on that later. 

As a director you have to know every intrinsic detail of the story. You have to 
know the locations and the characters that inhibit the story inside and out. 
Knowing the characters, their motivations and backstory, will help you guide 
your actors through their performance. Understand that you are your actors 
and crew guide through the shoot maze. They will come to you with questions
about their characters, reasons for why things are written in a specific way, or 
why the character reacts in a certain way to something another does or says 
– and you need to have those answers ready. 

The biggest mistake you can do as a director is not knowing what you 
want. Never say – “I don’t know”

Be confident in your ability to direct the actors on each day of the shoot and 
be prepared to answer all their questions. At the end of the day it’s your job to
tell the story in the most meaningful way and to get the best performances out
of your actors. 

Along those lines, I would add that you shouldn’t overdo this during 
rehearsals. You don’t want to drain your actors before the shoot. You just 
need to give them enough fuel and prepare them for what you’re about to 
shoot, but don’t overdo it. 
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Rehearsals are very helpful to get the actors in the right state of mind. This 
way they have a clear understanding of who their characters are and why 
they do the things they do on screen. Leave the best performances for the 
main shoot but do go over the details during rehearsals. That’s really all we 
did for “The Sixth Day” in terms of rehearsals. 

After close to 2 months of on-and-off rehearsals, we were ready to begin 
principle photography. However, the biggest challenge laid ahead on the very 
first day of shooting. 
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